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Established in 1980, CMD is a privately-held packaging machinery and industrial equipment manufacturer.

Products are designed and manufactured in Appleton, WI - USA at CMD’s 126,000 sq. ft. headquarters/manufacturing campus by a dedicated, skilled and engaged team of 200 professionals.

CMD is an international supplier with representation and installations in 40+ countries.
CMD equipment is used to make plastic bags, pouches and Compressed Natural Gas (CNG).
CMD is dedicated to advancing equipment technology to bring greater value to our customers.
Scalable Station Solutions
Time Fill
Station Equipment Overview

- Compressor Unit 1
- Compressor Unit 2
- Storage Vessel Set
- Dispensing
- Electrical Panels /Controls
- Dryer
Modular Compressor Solution

All enclosures have walk through design providing safe and open working area.
Additional units are added by simply bolting on to Unit 1, connecting three gas lines and four wires.
Advancing Technology in NGV
Fueling Sites and Equipment
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